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EDITORIAL
Silver Anniversaries
Accountants in America are entering upon a series of silver
anniversaries. In April last the New York State Society of
Certified Public Accountants celebrated its twenty-fifth year’s end.
The Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants fol
lowed in December, and on January 12th in Newark the Society
of Certified Public Accountants of the State of New Jersey held
its celebration of the attainment of twenty-five years of existence.
Other societies will follow within the next two or three years.
The growth of accountancy from 1897 to 1905 was extremely
rapid in point of legislation and the birth of new societies. The
total memberships did not begin their principal increases until
later, but the foundations were laid largely in the period from
twenty-five years ago to the re-organization of the American
Association of Public Accountants in 1905.
Naturally, at all the banquets and meetings of commemora
tion which have been held there has been much review of the past
and an abundance of prediction for the future. The obvious
things have been said time and again. They are hackneyed and
trite to the accountant, but to the general public there is an inter
est attaching which may justify further emphasis. It is some
thing to know that the national growth of accountancy began with
the formation of the American Association of Public Account
ants in 1887, was comparatively unimportant until 1897, and that
the tremendous progress which has been made in this newest of
the learned professions has practically all occurred within a quar
ter of a century.
Without being unduly vainglorious, the American account
ant can safely challenge any other profession to equal the ratio
of progress from the accountancy of 1897 to the accountancy
of 1923.
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Growth of Professional Ideals
In another note appearing in this issue of The Journal of
Accountancy we have referred to the twenty-five years of prog
ress being celebrated by state societies in various parts of the
country, and this brings us to a consideration of the growth of
the professional idea and ideals. In all professions—with the ex
ception of the church, in which idealism has always prevailed—
the last quarter-century has witnessed a remarkable development
of the professional spirit.
For example, in the field of medicine we have come to a time
when the quack has little opportunity and is becoming almost
a rarity. The day when one could go to some obscure institu
tion and purchase a degree as doctor of medicine has almost
passed. Such degrees may be purchasable, but when purchased
their value is naught. Yet most of us can remember when it was
no unusual thing to hear of absolutely unqualified practitioners
of medicine. The effects of their malpractice were generally to
be found.
And in law, although it is customary for the average lay
man to speak sneeringly of the integrity of the bar, there has
been so vast an advance in professional standards that it may not
be out of reason to expect an early coming of the day when the
shyster will be a thing of the past. At meetings of the national
conference of bar associations held last year, there was practically
unanimous adoption of recommendations calling for higher edu
cational preliminaries to practice, and the whole tone of the meet
ings was an echo of a general desire for higher and higher
standards.
In engineering, in architecture, the same desire for better
things prevails. Therefore, it is not astonishing to find the
growth of idealism spreading throughout the profession of ac
countancy.
As a concrete instance of the professional idea, let us re
member that there was a time within the memory of living man
when there was hardly a professional practitioner who had suf
ficient vision and breadth of mind to impart freely to his confreres
the knowledge, the science, to which he had attained. It was a
common thing for the practitioner of any and every profession
(again excepting the church) to think solely in the singular num
ber. Today we find men in all walks of life, professional, com125
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mercial and financial, readily sharing their discoveries and the
fruits of their accomplishments with others.
Let the accountant who sometimes despairs in the face of
what he considers the slow and halting progress of his profession
pause to consider and compare accountancy of today with the
accountancy of the latter part of the nineteenth century.
We frequently receive letters expressing regret that the
standards set up by the American Institute of Accountants are
not more rigidly observed, and that there still lingers some of the
old spirit of jealousy and selfishness. Such letters are usually in
spired by some particular piece of unworthy practice and the
impulse behind them can be understood. But they remind us a
good deal of the complaint which one hears occasionally that
the world has not progressed since Runnymede. As someone
said not long ago, the great and essential difference between
humanity in the thirteenth century and in the twentieth century is
that in the latter the people want and intend to improve, where
as in the earlier they had no hope of improvement. Similarly
it is an indication of the great progress before us that professional
men today have set up ideals and are striving to reach them,
whereas in the beginning of all professions such ideals were
almost unknown.
Specifically the very fact that the American Institute of Ac
countants has adopted standards which all admit are at least as
high as those of any other profession—some say higher than in
any other profession—indicates quite conclusively the progress
of the recent past and the earnest for the immediate future.

Knowingly Soliciting
One of the rules of professional conduct which have been
adopted by the American Institute of Accountants is the follow
ing:
“(8) No member shall directly or indirectly solicit the
clients or encroach upon the business of another member,
but it is the right of any member to give proper service and
advice to those asking such service or advice.”
Recent correspondence has referred quite frequently to al
leged breaches of this rule, and the suggestion has been made
that it would be far easier to interpret if it were absolute. It is
suggested by these correspondents that the rule should read,
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“No member shall solicit accounting work,” or words to that
effect.
Frankly we cannot see any great difficulty in interpreting
the rule as it stands. To say that there shall be no solicitation
would obviously be futile. If Accountant X played golf—and
Accountant X usually does play golf—with Business Man Y,
it would be an extremely fine line which would divide his con
versation on professional matters between solicitation and non
solicitation if Y were not already the client of X. Or if Banker
Z should mention accounting to our friend X, at what point in the
conversation would the remarks of X be construed as solicitation ?
We believe that the rule is safe as it stands, but if sugges
tion were to be made for a change, it would be the insertion of
the word “knowingly” in place of “directly or indirectly.” If
the accountant comes into discussion with the man of business or
finance or industry upon accounting matters it is a very easy
thing for him to determine whether or not any other accountant
has been professionally engaged in the past. If in the face of
knowledge of the engagement of another accountant he sug
gests the diversion of practice to his own office, he is guilty of
a most reprehensible and unethical act, for which the Institute,
upon proof, would doubtless inflict severe discipline.
It has been said repeatedly that ethics is a state of mind.
If so—and we insist that it is so—the inclusion of the word
“knowingly” would strengthen the rule in question and make
its enforcement quite simple.

Index
In 1914 The Journal of Accountancy published an index
of its first sixteen volumes. Since that time there has been no
general index, and the lack of such a work of reference has been
brought frequently to the attention of the magazine’s publishers.
Last fall the publishing company was requested by the Institute
to prepare an index of volumes from xvii to xxxiv inclusive.
This is now in the printer’s hands and is promised for de
livery in February. We draw attention to its forthcoming publi
cation for the information of our readers. Details in regard to
the form, price, etc., are given in our advertising pages.
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